Urban Wildlife Photo Club
September Newsletter
Next Meeting: Sept. 6, 2016 – VIP Room 7:00 PM
Denver Museum of Nature and Science

Club Contact information:
Address: COUWPC,
PO Box 270501
Louisville, CO 80027-0501
Email: uwpc@comcast.net

Website http://www.couwpc.com

A note on the newsletter. It’s got quite a bit of content this month thanks to the folks that
submitted stuff! I hope you enjoy it, please provide feedback as to what you like and what
could be improved. Also, think about submitting articles, opinion pieces, or other content
you’d like to share. A couple of caveats:
1) We are a 501 (c) 7 corporation and as part of our incorporation rules we can’t take any
political stands. If you would like to wax political, we can handle that as an opinion piece
with the appropriate disclaimers!
2) Please proof read what you submit, I count on Word™ to catch spelling and grammar
errors so I don’t proof read submissions for those kinds of things.
September Program
For September we will once again have Glenn Randal as our speaker. Glenn will present
Take a Walk on the Wide Side, a lecture on how to compose, shoot, and stitch together
single and multi-row panoramas.
It’s a wide, wide world out there. Certain subjects just cry out to be photographed in a
panoramic format. Many of Glenn’s favorite images from his Sunrise from the Summit
project, in which he photographed sunrise (or sunset) from the summit of all 54 of
Colorado’s 14,000-foot peaks, proved to be panoramas. Something about that ultra-wide
angle of view, sometimes as much as a full 360 degrees, captured the exhilarating,
humbling, and awe-inspiring experience of being a tiny speck on top of the world.
The easiest way to shoot a panorama is to take a single frame and crop it to whatever
aspect ratio works best for the subject. There’s no law that says that an image composed
within a 3:2 frame must be shown with that same aspect ratio. Cropping has two
disadvantages, however. The first is that you are limited in angle of view horizontally to the
angle of view of your widest lens. The second disadvantage concerns print size.
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Panoramas look good printed big, but the biggest print you can make is limited by the
resolution of a single frame.
The solution is to shoot a series of images, rotating the camera between shots so each
frame overlaps the next, then stitch all the frames together in software. With this approach,
it's possible to create enormous panoramas—as much as 360 degrees wide—with great
quality. Learning to shoot and stitch panoramas from multiple frames will open up a new
world of photographic possibilities. No longer will you be limited to seeing the world
through the rectangular frame defined by your viewfinder, with its rigid 2:3 aspect ratio.
That view, as pleasing as it may be, is only the starting point in your search for the most
evocative possible composition. Take a walk on the wide side, and you’ll never again be
content to see the world in just one way.
Since 1979, Glenn Randall has combined his love of wilderness with a passion for
photography. His intimate knowledge of atmospheric optics, weather, and the landscapes
he photographs allows him to find the intersections of magical light and stunning subject
matter that produce exceptional images. His work has been published in Audubon,
Avalanche, Barnes & Noble, Brown Trout, Sierra Club, Nature Conservancy, and Runner’s
World calendars and in Audubon, GEO, Outdoor Photographer, Outside, SKI, Los Angeles
Times Magazine, National Geographic Adventure, New York Times Magazine, and many
others. Prints of his fine-art landscape photographs can be found online at
www.glennrandall.com and in Art Mart, on the Pearl St. Mall in Boulder, Colorado. His
photographs have also been used by many book publishers and corporate clients. At age
59, he has accumulated 1,500 photo credits, including 77 covers, and sold over 10,000
prints. He’s also written 220 magazine articles and eight books. In addition, he was the
sole photographer for three books of landscape photographs, Rocky Mountain National
Park Impressions, Colorado Wild & Beautiful, and Sunrise from the Summit, all published
by Farcountry Press. In spring, 2015, Rocky Nook published his book The Art, Science,
and Craft of Great Landscape Photography.

MEMBER IMAGE SUBMISSION

September Images are due August 30th
PLEASE TRY TO ADHERE TO THE DATE & SIZE REQUESTED -1MB

GUIDELINES
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Two categories at each meeting - THEMED AND OPEN
Maximum of 4 images total and no more than one themed image
Email files one week before the scheduled meeting to
uwpcimages@comcast.net Please use this one!
Send themed category images in an email titled 'themed images'
Send open category images in an email titled 'critique images'




Name the image file with your name and a brief title with no spaces or underlines.
Dashes are OK. (e.g. bobdean-treeinsnow.jpg) or (bob-dean-treeinsnow.jpg)
So we can easily add these images to the webpage if selected for images of the
month, please try to do the following:
o SIZING IMAGES - Go to Image > Image size and put in a maximum Image
Size of 1024 X 768 pixels.
o If cropped, no larger than either of these dimensions. Set Resolution to 94
pixels / inch
o File size per image no larger than 1MB and in jpeg format
OPTIONAL Descriptive information for each critique image should be as follows:

IMAGE

IMAGE
TITLE

EXPOSURE
SPECIES LOCATION CAMERA LENS
DATA

POST
PROCESSING
ENHANCEMENTS

Critique 1
Critique 2
Critique 3
Exposure data should, for example, include f/stop, shutter speed, ISO, any exposure
compensation, and any filter information.
Post processing enhancements should include only those things beyond simply cropping,
sharpening, noise reduction, etc. such as HDR, panorama work, color enhancements,
exposure changes, etc.
If you can put the image data (if you choose to include it) as text in the body of the email
as opposed to an attached word or excel file it would be appreciated! Makes life easier if
everyone does the same thing.
September Theme - Digitally Manipulated
October Theme – Zoo Animals
Improving Your Photography
Andy and I had a conversation after the last meeting about the critique images that have
been submitted for the last several months. The quality of the images continues to be very
good to excellent technically and composition is great as well. What did strike us was the
subject matter. We see a large number of images that are portraits of a single subject.
This type of photography can be very rewarding and we definitely don’t want to discourage
those submissions. Now the “but”. How about stretching your work to add more artistic
images? That’s risky but our critiques have always been “gentle”. A few months back we
had Eli Vega as our speaker and his program on right brain photography was well
received. Additionally, Andy had written an article a while back on that same subject. He
has graciously allowed a reprint here! We could adjust our member image portion to
include nature images (like we have now), theme and/or artistic images of the natural
world. Please let us know your thoughts.
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The Other Side of Photography
Left Brain versus Right Brain: Is Photography One or the Other?
By Andy Long

Many people associate a left-brained person as technical and analytical and a rightbrained person as creative and artistic, which would tend to lead to the thought that
photographers are more right brained. I was of this thinking, putting many parts of
photography onto the creative side of the ledger.
Most people go through life with a tendency to be one or the other as it helps make us who
we are. There may be some instances where combining the two helps with certain
situations and if someone is totally left or right brained some activities might be a bit more
difficult.
After doing some reading it seems we need to have characteristics of both and maybe
leaning more to the left-brained side to fully take advantage of this art we call photography.
Isn’t there some aspect of photography that is one or the other, primarily on the right brain
side?
The general rule of thumb is there are two different kinds of shooters, left brained which
includes aspects such as extreme precision and following rules for things such as
composition (rule of thirds, leading lines, etc.) and right brained with shooting from instinct,
suspending thought and just taking photos when things look right.
For doing wildlife, at first thought it would seem to lean towards being a right brained
activity. While there is a bit of the left brain used when it comes to using the rule of thirds,
most of the images taken are based on when things look right at the peak of action or
behavior. The more wildlife photography done over time, the more instinct comes into
play as to knowing what behavior or action occurs just before something else takes place.
We get a feel for what is right and let go when wildlife is around. We want to get all the
shots we can if there is not a lot of time to try and set things up to get the perfect shot.
Isn’t it more dependent on what the animal is doing rather than the photographer making
sure the lines are good? Who needs to get technical when a bird is taking a bath right in
front of you? You see the action and you point and start shooting. How about when a
wading bird is in the water hunting for a meal and we just track with it until it strikes and we
fire away?
But, with trying to capture the peak of action, the left brain does come into play regarding
precise timing in order to get the best shot. On second thought, there are some other rules
we try to keep in mind when doing wildlife photography. We try to think about the
background so there isn’t a lot of confusion that takes away from the main subject. We
also look at the lighting conditions in order to determine what settings are best for a shot
as to what shutter speed is needed, what’s the best f/stop, and what kind of exposure
compensation is needed. Most experienced wildlife photographers have a magic shutter
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speed they want to have as the slowest to try and capture fast action, so this is a part of
the technical we use but do automatically. For me, that magic shutter speed is 1/1000 th of
a second.
We also tend to put emphasis on composition rules more than we think we do. If a bird is
flying from left to right, we want to make sure it’s placed more on the left side of the frame
to give it room to fly and not with its head close to flying out of the shot.
We can go into autopilot when we’ve been doing wildlife photography for quite a while and
the technical side is natural, but we can’t disregard the fact that there is a bit of left brain in
use for this subject,
Hmm, I guess wildlife photography does need a combination of both left and right brain to
be successful and get the best shots.
Waterfalls. Surely, this has to be a right brained subject. We go to an area where there
are a lot of waterfalls and we let our creative side some out and get a great composition to
show the beauty or the power of the waterfall and just go with the flow. We want to portray
some great colors or something nice that’s laid out in front of us and we compose to bring
out its beauty. While looking around for just the perfect angle isn’t this all about creativity?
Maybe not. The first thing to think about is whether a fast or slow shutter speed is going to
be used to either smooth out the water or freeze the movement to show the power of the
running water or the spray being thrown out from where it comes to an end.
Composition is pretty much ruled by the left side of the brain here. The rule of thirds is
very important in capturing a quality image with the placement of the falls / cascades in
relation to its surroundings. Line can also be used to lead the viewer from one area to the
next within the frame and this is fully a left brain activity. And if there’s a rainbow emerging
from the light and the falls, knowing what settings to use to enhance then colors are
completely on the technical side.
How about with wildflower or fall color photography? These are where the artistic side has
to be able to come out and shine to get these beautiful artistic images. We see something
we like and set up and take the picture to bring out the essence of the scene.
There is a strong creative side to this, but again the technical side plays a key role.
Understanding depth of field and how to implement hyperfocal distance is truly technical.
Most of the composition is fully left brained for making sure the foreground and
background work together, using line to lead the viewer up and around and making sure
the right colors work well together.
Where the right side is helpful is in trying to create a sense of mood in a photo. While
some technical is used, this is more about emotions and trying to evoke from the viewer a
desired feeling when they look at the final image. Composition and exposure play a role,
but a much smaller one than with letting emotions being used to take the shot.
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In trying to learn about one aspect over the other, it’s much easier to do so of the technical
side rather than the creative side. Too often people have a harder time trying to learn
artistic if they don’t already have an eye to bring out the best in a scene while the technical
side of photography is where the learning can never stop as there is so much out there to
incorporate.
A photographer can lean toward one or the other, but without taking advantage of both
sides, a lot will be missed, so it looks like the answer is that photographers have to be both
left and right brained in order to capture the beauty of our wonderful surroundings.
Take a look at the following images and think about the technical and artistic components
of each. The following 6 images are copyrighted by Andy Long.
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KUDOS
Congratulations to Richard Seeley for the selection of 3 of his images for display on the
Silverthorne Art Wall. The art wall is a structure built for the celebration and
commemoration of the new Silverthorne Center of the Performing Arts which is under
construction and will be completed next summer 2017. The wall is 8 feet high and 200 feet
long and will display about 30 pieces that were selected from a juried contest of Summit
County, Colorado local artists on local themes. Images will be digitally transferred to vinyl
and wrapped on aluminum panels to be attached to the wall. Installation is scheduled to be
complete by July 31, 2016 and will be in place through May 2017.
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Also Congrats to Andy Long who has the cover shot of the September issue of Arizona
Wildlife magazine.
If anyone has an image published, places in a contest or gets any kind of recognition for
their work, please let us know and we’ll get it into the newsletter. Please use email to
uwpc@comcast.net to alert us. (If you tell me verbally at the meeting or on the phone I
can almost assure you that I’ll forget!)
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